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Royalton CHIC Punta Cana

The property has benefited from a deep renovation in recent months, looking forward to providing vibrant adults-only social
vacation experiences where couples, groups, singles, or friends can party their way in the ultimate All-In Luxury® paradise.
This new concept of adults-only all-inclusive vacations offers unprecedented experiences in which luxury and fun meet in
each idyllic location. Choose between relaxing and treating yourself or having fun as you party your way.

• Renovation of all room categories, including furniture and new design (please take into account that the existing room
inventory did not change)

• All restaurants are having a facelift, including the Excite Sports Bar. The concept of each one will maintain the same, except
the former Tagine Middle East Cuisine which will now offer modern and refined Indian Cuisine (Name TBA)

• Overall update of main public areas, including lobby, front desk, casino, pavement and lighting.

Grand Reopening, November 1st, 2021



Diamond Club™ Luxury 
Presidential One Bedroom Suite

Vibrant renovated suites with modern features, state of the art amenities 
and luxurious decor-.



Luxury Junior Suite

Playful details compliment our recently renovated suites to create the 
perfect scenario for an effervescent vacation experience.



Luxury Room

Our stylish renovated suites include all the All-In Luxury® amenities such 
as high speed internet and the comfort of the beloved DreamBed™.



Restaurant (Vespa)

Restaurants kept the same culinary concept, although its offering has 
been redecorate using local artists and imported furniture.



Common Areas

This one and only renovated concept is delivered through brand new 
decoration in common areas.



Pool Area

Renovated pool areas offering new and modern lounge and unlimited 
entertainment are guaranteed to enhance any Instagram feed.



Casino (Artist Rendering)

To complete this unique vibrant adults-only experience, Royalton CHIC 
Punta Cana’s casino has been completely redesigned.


